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Lots of bugs, even the options menu had trouble working. Maybe when it's more polished this might be worth another look but
at the moment it needs more time in the oven to be properly playable.. it's bad don't buy this i refunded mine it's a waste of
money and tome. hardcore gamer ill be like. Don't start the game at Occulus home, start it from steam VR to prevent crashes.
-------------------
The MP part of the game doesn't seem to work yet... At least not for me, the game directly crashes after touching the menu.
However I really enjoyed the SP campaign despite of its short length(~3 hours if you read/observe carefully the lore and
environments). Haven't seem any mech piloting VR game that fits my taste until this one, especially when they lift my cockpit
into the mech's torso, it was really impressive.
The battle has limited freedom because it's not allowed to move freely, you just have to manage the shields and fire back, not
that much complicated but it makes you feel that you are like the guy in the Pacific Rim, very engaging.. Comfortable
constructive game, really not hard to play,
For each problem is a clear sollution.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZRPFn_yCPI. Wow, I'm six inches tall and able to walk - I should get an achievement just
for buying the game. The graphics are impressive. I was fairly surprised to see that this is an indie game. Although gameplay
needs more improvement, it\u2019s incredibly fun if you play with your friends.
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DEVS: if you respond to this with a solution I'll change my review.

This could be a great game. I'm aware that I haven't given it much of a chance because in game visuals are important to me,
especially in VR. I have a 2080 ti. Needless to say that my computer can handle anything that this game throws at it.

However, the game automaticaly picked an appalling resolution and won't let me change it. Seriously, there is no "graphics" tab
in the settings. SteamVR settings don't seem to have any effect.

If a "render resolution" tab is added to the settings I'll change my review. Otherwise, what can you possibly give a PC game
without any graphics scaleability but a big thumbs down.. finished in 4 hours. E.Wolf's -5

1. The game crashes on launch.
2. There is no explanation for the crash.
3. I was unable to find any solution.
4. It seems from the Steam Discussions that the developer, CharlieH, never did anything about this common issue.
5. I really enjoyed the CharlieH game Super Duper Flying Genocide 2017. It is a shame that this game was unplayable as I
thought it would be even funnier.. It's a quaint, small and cheap game. It's got a lovely charm to it and it's great to play for an
hour or so and pick it up again later. Of course, for the price you're getting quite a small and basic game. It's fun to play,
however I think it would have been brilliant if you could play with friends over the internet.

There are 4 seasons every year in this game, just like real life. You can do pretty much everything in the Spring such as raising
an army, build boats, spy on other countries, support other countries with economical help, pay off armies to desert the country
which weakens the country and fortify your currently owned countries.

This adds quite a challenge to the game, you can't just build a massive army every turn you get. It's strategic. You have to save
your money every year and purchase what you need in order to take over as many countries as possible.

Each civilisation is basically the same, apart from where you start and what prices your army \/ navy is.

Overall, if you're looking for a fancy, polished risk-like game, I'd certainly reccomend this game; afterall, it's not that expensive
at all and if it's not for you, get a refund before you put 2 hours into it.. A short but very enjoyable game. Also some awesome
music.. 10\/10 (AMAZING)!

Take control of a ferry across the english channel or New York Bay and feel the power and the knowing that you are responsible
for hundreds of lifes and one wrong move could kill 100+ people. I love it so far. Standout feature is the mechanics. It's a side
scroller with the normal jump mechanic, but you get limited flight in the form of 4 double jumps. You can also glide for
horizontal range in addition to vertical jumps. Soon after starting, you get the ability to move certain objects around with the
mouse; this is both a means of navigation and, depending on the situation, your weapon.

The graphics are smooth and pretty; in 2010 we had just come out of the Beige Age, so game makers were putting color into
their games again.

All in all, very much recommended.. DFBHD was the top game back in the day. Servers were always full.
Visited from time to time throughout the years and there seems to be up to 10 dedicated servers consistently. This game just
wont die!

So, I finally decided to start a new squad and contact some old teammates, along with some new people who haven't played
before. Hoping for a revival.

While playing this game, you cant expect top graphics like you see in today's modern games. However, you can expect smooth
gameplay, making new friends and having a great time. You can also expect a military simulator game where you have to adjust
your scope while sniping. Custom made maps are fairly easy to learn and build.

Joining a squad (and there are a few out there) you can expect to make some good friends, practice games and challenging other
squads.
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So, if anyone is looking for something new or for a revival, I would highly recommend Deltaforce Blackhawk down. I believe
you wont be disappointed, and you cant beat the price.

Our new clan is: Patriot Snipers. Dedicated server is up.
If interested contact me... EVRAY WAN SHOLS PLAE PUTT PUTT TRAVELS THROUGH THIME BECAUSE IT IS
GEWD AND FAN AND BEETER TAHN DANNY DIVEDO IN M AND M CAMERCIAL, PLS BUY AND PLAY 90/5
WOULD EAT SOME BACON IF I HAD SOME
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